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                       PERSONAL IDENTITY 
    .  1. A liberal approach to personal identity 

                                                                                                                                          
Most philosophers who have dealt with the problem of personal identity have either 
favoured an analysis in terms of psychological identity or one relying on bodily identity, if 
they have accepted a reductive analysis at all. I shall argue that such an exclusive analysis 
is too narrow. It cannot account for limiting cases of persons retaining their identity. But 
this does not mean that a mixed analysis, making bodily and psychological criteria 
necessary and jointly sufficient conditions of personal identity, will fare any better. What I 
on a more general level will argue against is the idea that personal identity can be captured 
by criteria that either singly are both necessary and sufficient, or at least, taken by 
themselves, are necessary. This applies, then, both to psychological and bodily criteria. 
Our criteria of personal identity are too liberal for that to be the case. In my view bodily 
identity and psychological continuity are alternative sufficient conditions of personal 
identity. In normal cases both kinds of criteria can be successfully applied. In extreme 
cases we survive as persons thanks to the fact that only one of them works, be it bodily 
identity or psychological continuity. Then, but only then, can we speak about criteria of 
personal identity which are both necessary and sufficient. By the same token, a person 
does no longer exist, only when neither bodily nor psychological criteria can be applied.1 
                                                                                                                                                  
2. The scope of what counts as persons: From comatose biological organisms to 
disembodied minds.                                                                                                               
It is probably fair to say that psychological criteria of personal identity have been 
preferred by most philosophers, also among the contemporary ones. This is not surprising. 
What distinguishes persons from other biological creatures is believed to be characteristic 
mental features, and should not this fact also be reflected in conditions of being one and 
the same person? In some sense, I suppose, this must be true, but not in the sense that an 
adequate account of personal identity can be based on purely psychological criteria. What 
is forgotten when this is accepted, is that the concept of a person both can be considered in 
an atemporal perspective and in a diachronic one. When viewed in the first way, we 
abstract the mature rational person-stage from the total history of the person. This is, true 
enough, the stage at which humans really become persons, being alone among the species 
on earth to attain this stage. But still, personal identity is a philosophical problem which 
essentially concerns the possibility of reidentification of someone at successive temporal 
stages, and this means that we have to include a diachronic perspective in order to make 
sense of the changes persons undergo. Moreover, this diachronic perspective is not only 
limited to stages within this mature rational stage. Our existence as one individual does 
not start with our becoming persons, which in any case is a gradual process. On the face of 
it, it starts with our conception. Just as I can say that I was born then and there, I can 
speculate when I was conceived. Our individual life, then, at least seems to span the 

                                                 
1 There is one exception to my view- that there are no general necessary conditions of personal identity. If 
Kripke is right, things in general, and humans as well, essentially have the origin they as a matter of fact have. 
(cf. Saul Kripke Naming and Necessity. Basil Blackwell, Oxford 1980, pp 110-15.) Our identity as individual 
persons is necessarily tied to the identity of our parents (and the time of our conception). However, an 
individual’s origin has a metaphysically peculiar position, which makes it different from the main aspect of the 
problem of personal identity. This concerns which changes a person can undergo while still keeping her 
numerical identity. – which properties can she loose and which must she retain? This is the framwork of the 
search for essential necessary conditions of personal identity. The question of the essentiality of a person’s origin 
antecedes this framwork. We can put it like this: A person cannot retain or loose her identity before she has got 
an initial and definite one, which the circumstances around her actual conception secures. Cf. in particular 
footnote 57 pp114-15 in Kripke op.cit. 
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course of time from our conception to our physical death. So, didn’t this rational person 
who I am now, already exist when the zygote from which I developed came into being, or 
is this use of ‘I’ to include my beginning as a human biological organism a mere 
projection from my present existence as a rational person? One reaction here is to take a 
middle road. I am now the same human organism as the zygote which was its first 
beginning. But in addition I am now, and have been for a long time, a rational person and 
as such I am not necessarily bound up with the existence of my actual body. We might 
with Locke and his followers imagine a body-switch. If so, I can remain the same person 
as now, but be housed in a different human organism. The Lockians would in this case say 
that I am no longer the same man.2 
            So, do we have two senses of ‘I’, one referring to ourselves as humans and the 
other to our existence as persons? I think Strawson is right in thinking that uses of ‘I’ in 
ascriptions of physical and biological properties have the same sense as when we ascribe 
rational properties to ourselves.3 So, the answer to this question is ‘no’. But if this answer 
is right, this means that the one individual referred to by ‘I’ can remain identical through 
his whole life, while not starting its existence as a person, but only as a biological 
particular. How is this possible? The only persons whose existence we know about 
beyond doubt have this causal origin without exception, starting their career as purely 
biological individuals. So, just as the caterpillar and the butterfly are considered stages of 
one and the same individual owing to our causal expectations, the foetus, the baby and the 
mature person are thought of as one being. If being rational is essential to persons, this is 
not true in the sense that a person at every stage of its development is rational. There 
might- or even may- exist persons who pop into existence with fully rational minds, their 
only functions, moreover, being of a cognitive kind. Some would say that this applies to 
computers, or at least to computers of a more sophisticated kind than the actual ones. They 
would be essentially rational in a stronger sense than people, then, if they really were 
rational, which I doubt. 
    While all persons (of the human kind) have a common entrance into existence, their exit 
is of various, but still typical kinds. Some retain their rationality as long as their bodies 
last, while others gradually loose the rational parts of their minds, and, as a limiting case, 
some end their lives as purely biological machines without any consciousness at all. In all 
these cases we will still think of our fate as something which happens to us, this does not 
only apply to those who retain their mental powers. But how literal shall we take our self-
ascription of these possible future stages of our lives? Clearly, I think of my death as 
something happening to me, but my death at any rate is not a part of my existence. So, 
can’t we construe thoughts about a comatose existence as something happening to me in 
the same manner? Yet, this is doubtful. We realize that we may consider it ethically 
problematic to actively kill such a pure biological being, in contradistinction to cease to 
actively keeping it alive. And is not this because we still think of this kind of vegetative 
human existence as a continuation of the same individual who earlier on led a conscious 
life? We may for two reasons accept this way of thinking. In the first place, we may 
appeal to an argument from symmetry. Just as we all start our existence on a purely 
biological level, some of us end our existence in an equally vegetative way. So, since the 
former fact does not conflict with the zygote and the rational adult being parts of the same 
individual, why should we think differently about the relation between this mature person 
and a vegetative sequel? Now, this argument from symmetry may appear weak, since a 
vegetative exit of our existence is not a universal causal feature of persons, as their purely 
biological entrance is. But there is a second argument. While the foetus and the baby 

                                                 
2 Cf.John Locke Essay Concerning Human Understanding, chapter 27 2nd edition 1694. 
3 Cf. P.F. Strawson Individuals, chapter 3, section 5. Methuen, London 1959. 
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merely are potential persons, we might say that even people permanently devoid of 
conscious life towards the end of their existence actually retain their personhood in virtue 
of having manifested the mental life characteristic of persons. Although those 
manifestations are a bygone stage, the dignity, respect and concern which other persons 
characteristically bestow on individuals who once developed into persons, are still there as 
the remaining part of what it means to be a person. It is true that even dead people retain 
some of this respect, barring insensitive behaviour towards the body of dead persons. But  
the kind of concern and even hope for an improvement  bestowed on still living 
unconscious humans amounts to something more. 
       Limiting cases of personal identity just relying on bodily identity are clearly within 
what is empirically the case. Limiting cases of the opposite kind are either purely 
imaginary- being meant as imaginary, or at least highly controversial as to their causal 
possibility. I am now thinking of cases where just psychological continuity is conceived to 
secure personal identity. Among the first subgroup we find Lockean body-switches, like 
those of the cobbler and the prince, or entrance of minds in new bodies while leaving 
behind old bodies to die. We can also think of a person’s body undergoing weird 
metamorphoses, like what Kafka tries to imagine in his short-story about a man whose 
body is changed into a horrible insect. The second subgroup consists of imaginations of 
post-mortem disembodied subjects. They can either, as all instances of the first subgroup, 
be conceived as purely conceptual exercises, or as something more: as possible cases of 
disembodied survival. However we personally conceive them, they point to a deeply 
entrenched concept of a person in our culture, a concept which allows for diametrically 
opposed limiting cases.- On the one hand, persons can survive as purely biological 
machines and on the other hand as purely conscious minds, or at least as minds 
imprisoned in bodies they were not born with. Persons are normally minds incarnated in a 
permanent body, but they are not essentially so, and they are not even essentially actual 
conscious minds. We can put it like this: Because psychological and bodily criteria of 
personal identity in normal cases both are so important, they can in limiting cases also 
both serve as the sole surviving kind of criterion.4 
3. Objections to my view.                                                                                         

However, many questions remain. I start with a precization. When saying that the 
identity of a body can remain the sole criterion of personal identity, I mean the identity 
of a living body. It is true that a corpse or a skeleton (but not a heap of ashes) may be 
said to be identical to the living body they once were. In our times we would support 
this intuition by reference to DNA-findings. We may thus say,-‘this is evidently the 
body of  Anastasia.’ But we would not have said that we had found Anastasia, only 
what remained of her body. This, however, does not preclude that a living body may 
be the only thing which remains of an actual person, implying that he or she still 
survives as a living body.5 

                                                 
4 Whether a purely disembodied survival is logically possible is not essential to my position. What is essential to 
it, is that personal identity is compatible with absence of bodily identity. This compatibility is presupposed both 
by Lockean body-switches, symmetrical or not and Kafkaesque body-metamorphoses. Purely disembodied 
survival is not frequently discussed in the present philosophical climate. Terence Penelhum’s book Survival and 
Disembodied Existence (Routledge & Kegan Paul 1970) has a negative conclusion and I do not know of any 
later monograph on this subject. Interestingly, a highly respectable philosopher, C.D. Broad, discusses the 
problem in The Mind and its Place in Nature (Routledge & Kegan Paul 1925) including a chapter called 
’Emprical Arguments for Human Survival’ (pp. 514 -556. The philosophical climate must have been somewhat 
different in the 1920’s. 
5 Most philosophers who think bodily identity a necessary and sufficient criterion of personal identity are 
’animalists’ going for the living body as the sole criterion. Cf. for instance Eric Olson: The Human Animal: 
Personal Identity Without Psychology Oxford University Press 1997. But JJ.. Thomson is an exception. Cf. 
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The following is a more problematic question: It is one thing to accept that when just 
bodily or mental criteria of personal criteria remain, they can still be sufficient (and now 
also necessary) conditions of personal identity. – Cases in point are a disembodied mind, a 
living body devoid of consciousness or a mind having got a monstrous embodiment, as in 
the Kafka-story. But what about the Lockian and and post-Lockean scenarios? Now we 
seem to have got competing mental and bodily criteria, meaning that not both of them can 
remain sufficient conditions of personal identity. In Locke’s example, considering the 
bodies of the prince and the cobbler and their psychological manifestations make for 
opposite verdicts as to who is who. The body once ascribed to the prince is presumably 
identical with the body now manifesting the memories and personality of the cobbler, and 
vice versa, - the former body of the cobbler is still this body while psychological criteria 
support an identity with the prince. But, then, mental and bodily criteria cannot both be 
universally sufficient for personally identity. The alternative to their being the sole 
surviving sufficient criterion of the survival of a person is not just that they operate in  
tandem, the sufficiency of each criterion being confirmed by the other one. It also 
comprises cases where they will compete, where they make for opposite conclusions as to 
where a still embodied person actually exists.  
    The first thing to say to this is that such potential conflicts between mental and bodily 
criteria are to be expected, given that they are independent criteria. A second reaction is to 
say that it is also to be expected that most philosophers for better or worse fall down on 
the mental criteria in cases of conflict. What set persons apart from other biological beings 
are distinct kinds of psychological properties, and that what is essential to our general 
concept of a person somehow should have consequences for how we reidentify persons is 
not surprising. It has at least the following consequence owing to Lockean conceptual 
possibilities: They confirm the exceptionless sufficiency of mental criteria for personal 
identity, while excluding that bodily identity is an equally foolproof criterion. It should be 
stressed, however, that Lockean counterexamples to the sufficiency of bodily criteria do 
not support that mental criteria generally speaking are turned into necessary conditions as 
well. A vegetative and seemingly permanent unconscious person is still a person only due 
to the identity of her body. 
    Third: It may be added that imagined cases of joining an identical mind to a new body 
really are straining our concept of a person to its limits. Reflecting on the consequences of 
such body-switches our first reaction is perhaps that we would feel like being imprisoned 
in a foreign body. The face we meet in the mirror does not correspond to our mental 
image of ourselves, just as auditory images of our voice in no way match the hoarse 
barking issuing from our mouth. But couldn’t we go further and think that this new body 
has not only imprisoned our mind in the sense of blocking many of its habitual bodily 
expressions characteristic just of us? Isn’t it more exact to say that our new body has taken 
possession of our personality,changing it beyond recognition? Something can be said for 
this, but still I think that although it is a limiting case of surviving as an identical person, it 
is a case of survival, if our memory and affections are intact. The best proof of this being 
the case is that even in real life people’s bodies can be terribly changed due to illness or 
accidents. Yet, we do not doubt that persons with such bodies survive as identical persons 
if core criteria of psychological continuity are satisfied. – There is a difference, though. 
The bodies changed beyond recognition in the actual world are not the bodies formerly 
belonging to other persons, as in the Lockean cases, which even (in Locke’s own thought-
experiments) allow for ourselves spotting our own bodily outside now manifesting the 
thoughts and feelings of another person. 

                                                                                                                                                         
Judith Jarvis Thomson: ’People and their Bodies, published in Contemporary Debates in Methaphysics, 
(eds)Theodor Sider, John Hawthorne and Dean W. Zimmermann, Blackwell Publishing 2008, pp 155-77. 
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    In spite of these aggravations I think that body-switches are conceivable, expressing 
intuitions about our possessing a purely mental core which can survive our actual psycho-
physical vehicle. But fourthly, there is the following question. In modern counterparts to 
Locke’s thought-experiments the intact psychological dispositions are usually thought to 
inhere in the original brains of the body-switchers. But if this is thought to be 
metaphysically or conceptually necessary, my own liberal approach to personal identity 
will be threatened. One identical brain is on this approach thought to be a necessary mini-
body of all persons. If people can switch bodies, but remain the same persons- having the 
same minds as before- they cannot switch brains as well. The numerical identity of the 
brain is thought to be a necessary underpinning of the numerical identity of a person’s 
mind. But then, both to accept a purely disembodied survival and survival in a totally 
different body as logical possibilities seems out of the question, and so one extreme of my 
liberal framework for personal identity is ruled out. 
    I suppose that the reason why many philosophers have accepted sameness of brain as a 
precondition of personal identity has to do with the distinction between qualitative and 
numerical identity. On the face of it ,couldn’t we just think that if all the information of 
our present brains was transferred to a new brain- be it an artificial or a humanlike one-, 
the categorical substrate of our mental dispositions could be made to function in this brain, 
or, as a limiting case, as the underlying energy of a disembodied mind. But wouldn’t we 
on this supposition end up with minds which just were like our present mind? Unless 
qualitative identical functions still were supported by the same identical brain, how could 
we say that our minds survived in new bodies or as disembodied minds? 6 
    We could try to answer this question in the following way. What makes mental survival 
a survival of the very same self is not the numerical identity of the material or energetic 
substrate of our mental capacities, manifested by our memories, recognitions of other 
people and places, but the uniqueness of the point of view of the world which our selves 
provide. Suppose I had a brain-tumour and my diseased brain was replaced by an artificial 
brain to which all information of my old brain was transferred. In this case the numerical 
identity of the material substrate was not intact. But if the information tapped from my old 
brain provided me with the same unique memories of the very same persons and places 
which my former brain made possible, the qualitative identity of my mental dispositions 
makes me the same self. However, by ‘the same self’’ I do not now mean a numerically 
different, but qualitative identical self. The numerical identity of a self is indirectly 
evinced by the numerical identity of the persons and things it represents. If the post-
operational person recognizes the very same close relatives as he recognized before, 
identifying them, say, as his older and younger brother, then his possessing the same ties 
to the same people settles his own identity as well. The identity of his self  is a reflection 
of what he identifies from his point of view. It is quite true that his identity as a self would 
be destroyed if more copies of the information of his former brain were housed in 
different bodies. This is the situation imagined by Parfit when he invites us to conceive of 
mental fissions. But this complicating factor is not in particular presupposing that we 
make more than one qualitatively identical copy of the information of a particular brain. It 
can be equally well realized by making use of both halves of the original person’s brain, 
supposing them to be functionally equivalent. In fact, Parfit relies on this procedure.7 It is 
true that using the concrete halves of one brain as the material substrate of persons 

                                                 
6 Cf. for instance Thomas Nagel The View From Nowhere Oxfor University Press 1986, Chaper III, section 3. 
Derek Parfit, however, defends my position on this score, cf. Reasons and Persons Oxford University Press 
1984, chapter 10. 
7 Cf Parfit ’Personal Identity’ The Philosophical Review (1971), section 1. Parfit borrows his thought experiment 
from David Wiggins Identity and Spatiotemporality , p 50, Oxford University Press 1967. 
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surviving in new bodies only make two mental duplicates possible, while just copying the 
information of the old brain can give rise to an unlimited number of mental clones. But 
already two surviving selves are one too many for sustaining a relation of numerical 
identity between a present and a future self. 8 
4. Mental identity and memory-criteria.                                                                   

Above I have tried to make a case for accepting a liberal view of personal identity in 
the following sense: neither bodily nor psychological criteria of survival as one 
identical person amount to generally speaking necessary conditions. But now another 
question can be asked. Let us grant that neither of the two kinds of criteria, physical 
and mental ones, is necessary for personal identity. But does that preclude that there 
are necessary and sufficient conditions of –say- considering something an adequate 
mental criterion of personal identity? Although it is possible that someone- as a 
limiting case- can remain the same person just in virtue of being a living but 
unconscious body, can a person be said to survive as a mental subject without being 
able to explicitly remember her past? If psychological continuity is not a necessary 
condition of remaining the same person, isn’t at least an active memory connecting her 
present stage of consciousness to former ones a necessary condition of surviving as a 
mental subject? I would say ‘no’. Just as both bodily and mental criteria normally are 
fulfilled, while no one of them quite generally need to be fulfilled, there is a whole 
gamut of psychological criteria which in standard cases all are applicable, but as a 
limiting case only some of them are functioning. Look at the following series of 
mental capacities: Still actively and spontaneously remembering many past events, 
remembering such ones by being associatively coaxed into doing so, remembering 
general features of one’s past existence, like one’s profession and civil status, 
recognizing persons and places, knowing one’s own identity by name, showing 
affection towards persons to whom one has been attached earlier on, etc. Starting with 
more taxing abilities, this series ends up with rudimentary capacities. If the more 
advanced manifestations of memory are intact, we take for granted that the less 
sophisticated stay put. But the latter can survive without the former, the whole series 
of mental capacities tapering off to a bare minimum. Yet we would not be in any 
doubt as to the identity of the persons only manifesting some of the least exacting 
mental features. It may be objected that this is because we clearly recognize their 
bodies, and that we consider them the same persons in the vicarious sense in which 
comatose people retain their personhood, as a consequence of other people’s respect 
and care for them. But this diagnosis is too quick, perhaps. Suppose it is possible to 
survive as a person in a disembodied state. – Would that   imply that such survivors 
had to manifest a complete repertoire of mental capacities, in line with the series I 
sketched above? Not necessarily. Some of the most rudimentary signs of mental 
identity, like recognizing people close to one on seeing them will, true enough, be 
difficult to attribute to persons in a bodiless state. Thoughts and images actively called 
forth might nevertheless be of a very restricted kind. One just remembered those close 
to one and reviewed images of central places in one’s life. As long as a disembodied 
person’s point of view identified persons and places with both images and amplifying 
definite descriptions supporting rudimentary ones like ‘my wife’, ‘my son’ and ‘my 
mother’ this post-mortem point of view could be an unambiguous continuation of a 
series of pre-mortem stages of consciousness. At least, such a simple mind would have 

                                                 
8  It could be objected that the problem is not that duplication of minds might happen, but that as long as 
survivals were not dependent on concrete brains, we could not tell how many survivors there might be. But this 
is not true of the way I am imagining transfer of information from an original brain.- There will be as many 
survivors as there are (say) plastic brains. 
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a greater claim to represent the survival of an embodied person than a Parfitian 
sophisticated mind drawing on memories and psychological characteristics of more 
than one ante-mortem person. A conciergerie of mental traces of different persons 
could with less justice lay claim to mental unity than a simpler mind concentrating on 
a few, but affiliated memory and reflection- themes connecting it to its embodied 
existence. 

          If I am right, the conditions of mental survival seem to be as open-ended as the way 
mental survival itself is related to personal identity. But can the same be said of bodily 
survival? I have already argued that it itself is no necessary condition of personal survival. 
But  are the conditions of what shall count as bodily survival just constituted by 
alternative sufficient versions? Most philosophers would say ‘no’, arguing that 
spatiotemporal continuity of a body is a precondition of its numerical identity through the 
passage of time. The parts of the body must hang together both when it is at rest and when 
it moves through space. I shall not quarrel with this view. What interests me are the 
repercussions this have had on many philosophers’ model of psychological unity. 
Different spells of consciousness are thought to belong to the same mind, only if they can 
be threaded together by memory-relations. If the conscious spells C1 and Cn belong to the 
same self C1 must either directly be remembered at Cn, or C1 and Cn are connected by 
intermediate spells of consciousness by at least one of which C1 is integrated into the 
ongoing chain thanks to being remembered. All conscious stages belonging to one 
person’s life must thus be integrated into a unique chain of conscious states by being 
remembered at least on one later occasion. This way of construing mental continuity, by 
recourse to a transitive chain, takes care of the famous counterexample to Locke’s original 
version, the old officer having forgotten an incidence in his boyhood still remembered by 
the middle-aged man he was more recently and whose doings he still remembers.9 But it is 
a counterintuitive analysis for two reasons. In the first place, it does not tackle spells of 
amnesia in a person’s life. If one day in our lives just is a black hole in our memory, it can 
belong to our mental history, however impossible it is to insert it into a chain of 
remembered conscious states. Secondly, it is compatible with all our memory-claims just 
being short-term memories. If all our actions and experiences were remembered the day 
after they occurred, but from then on were completely forgotten, this would still fulfil the 
present criterion of mental continuity. Now the latter consequence can be accepted if the 
analysis of personal identity is amplified, as is the case with for instance Parfit, by a 
stronger relation which requires direct access to the distant past by memory-relations, 
what he calls ‘psychological connectedness’10.Nevertheless, Parfit keeps the rudimentary 
criterion presented above, which seems to make too great claims on the constitutive role 
of memory for spelling out conditions of belonging to one and the same self. Why is this 
so? It might be said that using memory-relations as a universal glue for joining person-
stages together reflects a belief that psychological criteria of personal identity have to 
serve a function for minds analogous  to that which spatio-temporal continuity serves for 
bodies. All parts of both mental and bodily continuants must be kept together by one 
unitary principle. This, however, presupposes that minds and bodies have the same mode 
of being, which I believe is false. 
    It is essential to a body that it represents its total course of existence through its present 
version. My 69-year old body is just accessible here and now by my 69 year-old brain, my 
69 year-old intestines, my 69-year old skin etc. So, all my earlier bodily stages are fused 

                                                 
9 Cf. Thomas Reid: ’Of Mr. Locke’s Account of our Personal Identity’, from Essays on the Intellectual Powers 
of Man, first edition 1785. 
10 Cf. Parfit: ’Personal Identity’op.cit. section IV and Reasons and Persons op.cit, section 78,The Psychological 
Criterion. 
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into this present version of my body. I cannot peel off the layer representing my bodily 
existence as a sexagenarian and lay bare an exclusive view of my body at the age of 20 or 
40, say. Now, this impossibility, however, is not due to our being dissimilar to tree-trunks 
in that we lack anything corresponding to the annual rings of trees. Trees, in 
contradistinction to people, then, show in a graphic way the disparate stages of their 
history. But it is still a history represented in just one packet. The annual rings cannot each 
be detached from the total trunk. The latter is to be compared to a book just containing a 
table of content without any sequel in the form of separate chapters corresponding to the 
different items contained in the table of content. Our mode of being as mental subjects, 
however, is essentially to represent different chapters of our lives at the expense of others. 
While our bodily existence only can represent the past through its present version in one 
packet, we can as selves represent the past in discrete representations. Or rather, we must 
do it that way as long as our representations are intentional. We simply cannot think about 
everything which has happened in our life in one act of thought. 
      For three reasons, then, I reject making memory of past events a constitutive necessary 
condition of mental identity. In the first place, it does not seem necessary for mental 
identity. Persons may have black holes in their memory for shorter or longer spells despite 
having been conscious during these periods. Secondly, it appears as an artificial 
‘paramechanical’ analogue, to use Ryle’s expression, of the spatio-temporal continuity of 
physical objects.11 How illuminating is it to represent the diachronic unity of 
consciousness as a mental counterpart to a chain which hangs together by every link being 
hooked onto its immediate successor? Thirdly, and as a positive counterpart to the second 
objection: The way intentional relations insert memories in a unique person’s life-history 
has essentially to do with different memories being consistently related to persons and 
places outside the subjective mind. As already suggested, the identity of a mind is 
revealed by different memories having the same unique relations to the same persons and 
places. A person’s point of view of the world can be identified by reference to how 
uniformly the same persons and places are identified in different memories. 
      This is not to deny that memory is important to mental identity. I will in particular 
stress the following fact. It is true that much of what we remember from the recent past 
sinks into oblivion as memories of particular episodes. What is retained is rather generic 
memories pointing to what we typically did at a certain stage of our lives. Some of our 
memories, though, survive as memories of particular events, due to their dramatic and 
affective content. We not only remember them on repeated occasions, but we remember 
that we already have remembered them in countless circumstances. We could for that 
reason call them ‘second-order memories’. As life goes on, some of them can become less 
vivid and less often revisited, while more recent ones may take on a greater significance. 
But at any moment in a normal adult’s life there will be a core of such privileged 
memories which constitute a habitual part of our minds. They are especially central to our 
psychological continuity, because they connect our memory-capacity with our 
psychological character. Different kinds of people will, to some extent at least, make a 
different choice of favourite memories, a vain person dwelling on other past events than a 
modest or guilt-ridden person. Second-order memories are important to the kind of self-
consciousness characteristic of persons. Through such ones we affirm our own selves by 
consciously affirming our ties to other persons and places. But they are not strictly 
speaking essential to mental identity. Already normal people differ as to how clearly they 
remember past events. What is more, as limiting cases people can survive as mental 

                                                 
11 Cf. Gilbert Ryle The Concept of Mind, chapter 1, Descartes’ Myth’, Penguin Books 1949. 
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subjects with very rudimentary memories, most explicit memories being replaced by 
recognition of persons and places. 12 
       
5. Is memory after all a privileged criterion of personal identity?                                 

I have stressed that bodily and mental criteria of personal identity normally are jointly 
confirming or disconfirming that a certain person existing at t1 is identical to one 
existing at t0. They mutually support each other. – I meet a person whom I clearly 
recognize by her looks. I greet her, and she responds by recognizing me, saying ‘hello’ 
in her familiar voice. So, my identification of her on bodily cues is confirmed and 
strengthened by her manifesting a recognition of me expressed by a voice which 
makes my body-based identification of her still more foolproof. Now, reidentification 
of persons is not always that smooth. A person may have changed her looks a lot since 
we last met, my eyesight may have deteriorated and so on. But when she greets me, I 
clearly recognize her. These simple examples show how mental and bodily cues work 
together in establishing identification of persons, and also how one’s own and other 
people’s identifications are intertwined. I have already stressed that the fact that they 
both play such an important part in identification of persons makes it easier to 
understand that they in limiting cases can be self-sufficient. Yet, do not in the final 
account the psychological criteria of personal identity have a different metaphysical or 
conceptual standing than bodily criteria in the following sense?: When they are 
competing signs of identity, as in Lockean thought experiments, then psychological 
criteria seem to win. That is, when they both give prima facie, but conflicting, answers 
to questions of personal identity, a mental criterion like that of memory gets the upper 
hand. This fact is not affected by the possibility that in limiting cases either just bodily 
or mental criteria of survival remain and nevertheless can confirm the identity of a 
person. But one question which now can be raised is this: How sharp is the distinction 
between bodily and mental criteria of personal identity? Clearly the kind of memory 
someone has is a purely mental sign of a continuous personal existence, just as 
spatiotemporal continuity or, on a more specific level finger-prints, DNA –profile or 
eye-colour are purely bodily criteria. But what about a person’s voice, her way of 
walking and talking, or the way a person smiles? Are they not as much signs of mental 
identity as of bodily identity being irreducibly psychophysical features of a person? 
This is true, and it is also true that such behaviour is very important in our practical 
identification of persons. But on the other hand, they are contingent criteria. Persons 
can become crippled, and lameness can affect their facial muscles while they still, of 
course, remain the same persons.  

                                                 
12 This may be the place for comparing my view on personal identity with the non-reductive view defended, 
among others, by Richard Swinburne, cf. his Personal Identity, Oxford University Press 1994. I share with 
Swinburne the belief that there are no specific criteria of personal identity which are generally necessary and 
sufficient. But I do believe that there must be some criteria- either bodily or mental- which signalize the 
continued existence of persons. Swinburne’s view that the same person may – say- forget all about his previous 
life and acquire a new body is to me tantamount to imagining one person ceasing to exist and another person 
embarking on his existence. May be we can imagine a God choosing to create the new person as a matching 
sequel to the person just going out of existence, meaning that there is an indirect causal connection between the 
present and the previous person. But as long as this connection just exists in the mind of God, the two 
individuals are not themselves connected in any way.  
On Swinburne’s view there are no constitutive criteria of personal identity. The proposed ones are all turned into 
epistemic cues of which person we are confronted with. On my view what are normally epistemic cues may turn 
into constitutive criteria. If for instance spatio-temporal continuity is a necessary condition of bodily identity and 
bodily identity in limiting cases are necessary for personal identity, this would be the case. But if mental identity 
has a more open nature than bodily identity, the same cannot be said of any mental cues of personal identity. 
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Strictly speaking, neither personal memory is a non-contingent criterion of personal 
identity, if we accept that we remain the same persons even when ending up as a comatose 
body. But among the criteria of personal identity it has a privileged position. Not only 
does it, as mentioned, win out on bodily criteria when they conflict. In addition, the very 
wide continuum of different manifestations of personal memory all consistent with mental 
survival is witnessing to the all but universal applicability of this criterion. This makes it 
possible that minds can survive in different versions. If personal minds come in different 
’sizes’ and degrees of sophistication, this is essentially due to memory having many levels 
of manifestations. It should be added, however, that the way memory identifies us by 
tying us to our past, may give rise to an illusory equation between our actual lives and our 
self-identity. Objectively it is possible that we were raised in a quite different place and 
that our life as a consequence took on a quite different course compared to its actual one. 
But although we on this hypothesis would have to relate to a quite different life, we would 
be numerically the same persons as long as we keep our actual parents and time of 
conception constant. Yet, on entertaining the possibility that I was raised in Argentine and 
had lived there ever since among quite different people than the ones I have been close to 
in my actual existence, I am inclined to say that it would not have been me who had led 
this alternative life.13 That this strong inclination somehow has to do with the way 
memory functions, seems a fair guess. But how does it more exactly contribute to our 
identification with our actual lives? We might start by pointing to the asymmetry between 
future and past parts of our lives. What shall become of us may seem open-ended and 
undecided, while our past is ontologically, at least, necessarily fixed. This belief is in 
particular stamped in epistemically as well, by strong second-order memories which make 
at least some past events appear as inextricably tied to our existence. Yet, this cannot 
explain all aspects of the intuition I am trying to spell out. Its denial, that we could have 
led completely different lives, apart from the way we started to exist, presupposes a past 
perspective on our existence. We have to express this conflicting intuition in 
counterfactual terms, which means that we explicitly view our existence in retrospect. If 
the first-mentioned intuition nevertheless stays put, this has probably to do with the way 
memories relate us to other persons and to central places in our lives. We are too close to 
ourselves to explicitly identify us when remembering past events. The I who claims to 
remember something nevertheless implicitly identifies himself by tying himself repeatedly 
and consistently to the same persons in central memories, his close relatives and friends.   
So, when being challenged to accept that he would have remained numerically the same 
person if his life had been almost totally different is to accept that the I who he is could 
stay identical, although the reference of those persons by which he indicates his self-
reference, has totally changed.14 
 
6. Final comments and a comparison with Parfit’s view of personal survival.            
Let me now try to make some final comments on what I consider main points of this 
paper. My main conclusion is this: No criterion, bodily or psychological (mental) is a 
universal necessary condition of diachronic personal identity. In limiting cases, however, 
both criteria may be necessary, being the only kind which remains, while also passing as a 

                                                 
13 Thomas Nagel uses this example in The View From Nowhere, op. cit. Chapter III, section 3 
14 According to David Lewis’ conception of counterfactual possibilities and possible worlds it is true, in fact, that 
strictly speaking I would not have been identical to my counterpart in Argentine. He would just have been a 
relative of myself. ( Cf. David Lewis 1983) Counterpart Theory and Quantified Modal Logic, Volume I, Oxford 
University Press. I prefer the Kripkean interpretation of possible worlds, in particular because a view of how we 
relate ourselves to the identities of others, compatible with this interpretation, can explain away the intuitive 
support which Lewis’ view can get from cases like my counterfactual life in Argentine. 
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sufficient criterion of personal identity. Concerning mental criteria there is an additional 
point to be stressed. Just as this kind of criterion is not generally speaking necessary, the 
way it usually is spelled out, by reference to active memory of past events, is equally not 
necessary for its implementation. It is therefore doubly liberal. Not only can we affirm 
personal identity where it is not accessible at all, but in addition it makes room for 
different kinds of mental continuity, some being clearly more rudimentary than others. A 
person who still shows signs of recognizing people close to her while having lost track of 
most episodic memories is still manifesting the same conscious self. So, why can minds 
dwindle and yet retain their identity to a greater extent than bodies? If only an arm or a leg 
remains of a body, the body is not there any more, while a person who just retains some of 
the most basic memory-dispositions, mostly manifested in acts of recognition, may still be 
said to confirm her existence as one and the same mind. One important difference between 
the modes of beings of minds and bodies is that different functions of our consciousness 
exhibit a characteristic psychological hierarchy. Simpler functions which are presupposed 
in more sophisticated ones, can be manifested without the latter being accessible. This is 
neatly exemplified by the different levels of memory I have already referred to. If you can 
spontaneously remember past events, then you can be coaxed into recalling such ones. 
Next, if you can in either of these ways manifest an episodic memory, then you can also 
have generic memories, and if you can have such ones, you can at least recognize persons 
and places when confronted with them. Conversely, however, the more basic capacities 
can be accessible without that being the case for the ones higher up in the hierarchy. So, 
when a mind is dwindling away it still exhibits what has been part of a more sophisticated 
version of the same mind and which in early childhood was alone in tying the individual 
to its past. The functions of the organs of the body, on the other hand, show to a much 
larger extent a reciprocal dependency. In addition, each of the organs may have many 
functions tying it to many different parts of the body. This means that the functional 
survival of the whole in a much stronger sense depends on the survival of countless parts 
than is the case with mental functions. Clearly, mental functions on the same level, like 
the ability to express different kinds of propositional attitudes, do have a holistic 
character. The point is rather that we can to a larger extent than with bodily functions 
distinguish between different levels, which have different degrees of complexity. 
    The second comment concerns the relation between my approach to personal survival 
and that of Parfit. Just like him, but in a different way, I want to argue for a distinctly 
liberal view. Parfit’s attempt at liberalization consists in severing the necessary tie 
between survival and identity. My liberal approach consists rather in liberalizing the 
criteria of personal identity. Clearly, the concept of identity in itself does not allow of 
different versions.But the criteria of applying the concept do, if I am right. – Yet this does 
not mean that there are no definite restrictions on its application. The kind of fission Parfit 
(and other philosophers) are imagining rules out that the original person A can be identical 
to his two descendants, B and C, each endowed with different bodies and equivalent 
halves of A’s original brain. The transitivity of the relation of identity forbids this. Yet, I 
agree with Parfit that there are prima facie reasons for thinking that A survives in his two 
successors. Against this background there is no incompatibility, but rather a clear 
complementarity between my approach and that of Parfit to personal survival. What I am 
focussing on is a liberalization of the application of the concept of a person, and therefore 
also of personal survival, a liberalization especially meant to capture changes which prima 
facie reduce an individual’s claim to be a person at all, but which in no way indicate that 
he is changing into a numerically different person. Parfit, on the other hand, conceives of 
normally rational persons who for formal reasons cannot preserve the personal identity 
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which we expect go together with those mental capacities. – Nevertheless, he wants to 
convince us that they do survive. 
      While there thus is no incompatibility between these projects, there is one aspect of 
Parfit’s attitude to personal survival which I will not subscribe to. In his opinion his 
fantastic imaginary scenarios can as well throw new light on our actual and normal 
existence as identical persons. The psychological connectedness of different person-stages 
also within lives which formally admits of conceiving them as parts of one identical life 
might as well be interpreted as a succession of selves which constitute different ‘I’,s15 . I 
doubt that. Let us accept that in cases of fission there is a succession of selves. The 
original A-person will perhaps be conceived as a former self by his two successors, B and 
C. But now Parfit invites us to dissolve these two succeeding selves into different smaller 
selves. Are we justified in accepting this view? Will not the concept of a unitary self be 
dissolved if we do? As long as the B-person and the C-person show a normal 
psychological continuity, they will satisfy criteria of personal identity normally considered 
sufficient. What is perplexing, then, is that these criteria should be questioned, when less 
exacting criteria satisfied by dwindling minds intuitively seem to preserve the identity of a 
self. Is richness of psychological criteria a disadvantage, then? It is true that 
psychologically normal persons will engage in new personal relationships leaving many of 
their old attachments behind. People can also change their way of life in radical ways, 
opening new chapters in their biography. But will not these new chapters belong to the 
same book, owing to, for instance the quasi-permanent collection of second-order 
memories, binding together different chapters. However, perhaps the analogy with 
different chapters in one identical book is misleading. It invites us to conceive of 
psychological change as being a very neat affair, new chapters in our lives constituting 
new selves in new shelves. But in actual fact our lives are not divided into neatly 
separable chapters, and neither are imperceptible changes from year to year adding up to 
life-stages which leave the distant past totally behind. The past itself is, of course, 
necessarily gone. But the significance of past events may take surprising turns. Past events 
and past personal relationships may due to unexpected events in the present suddenly 
loom much larger than before. What we thought of as finished chapters of our lives are 
reopened and have to be interpolated into our present existence. This makes it more 
appropriate to compare our conscious lives to one book without neat and finished chapters 
and thus to accept one big self instead of a succession of small ones. 
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